Praise for Patriarch Run
Praise for Storytelling
“Truly marvelous. Patriarch Run is a breathless thriller disguising a heart of pure poetry; a literary
meditation clutching a straight razor behind its back. Bold, beautifully written, and surprising pageby-page, this is one of the most assured debuts I’ve ever read. Benjamin Dancer is the real thing.”
— MARCUS SAKEY, bestselling author of The Brilliance Trilogy
“Patriarch Run accomplishes something few thrillers have achieved: it gets the guns right, and it gets
the psychology of the gunfight right. Benjamin Dancer writes with a realism seldom seen in fiction.”
— LT. COL. DAVE GROSSMAN, author of On Killing: The Psychological Cost of
Learning to Kill in War and Society
“Unsparing, violent and cinematic, Patriarch Run starts with a bang and doesn’t let up. Benjamin Dancer
is an immensely talented writer; his assured, lean prose and stark realism will appeal to fans of Cormac
McCarthy and Don Winslow.”
— A. J. BANNER, international bestselling author of The Good Neighbor
“Benjamin Dancer tells a story that moves at breakneck speed and draws you into the mind of a
madman. The story is packed with realistic gunfights, and the bad guy presents an apocalyptic vision
that haunts us because of how easily his nightmare can become our reality.”
— SCOTT PRATT, author of the bestselling Joe Dillard Series
“Patriarch Run is a hard-shooting kick of a thriller. The first time through, I read it in a rush, my head
on fire. But it’s also a novel shot through with intelligence and humanity. So the second time, I put the
fires out and forced myself to read slow and cold, taking in Dancer’s every insightful word. This is a
spectacular book, and I can’t recommend it more.”
— BENJAMIN WHITMER, author of Pike and Cry Father
“From the first page, Patriarch Run will hook you, reel you in, pull you out of the pond, and leave you
gasping for breath at the bottom of the rowboat!”
— GREGORY HILL, award-winning author of The Lonesome Trials of Johnny Riles
“Written with heart and guts, Benjamin Dancer’s action-packed debut is as exciting as it gets.”
— ERIKA KROUSE, author of Contenders
“Patriarch Run is a great novel. Fast-paced, frighteningly realistic, and on par with some of the best
thrillers in the genre.”
— ISAAC HOOKE, USA Today bestselling author of The Atlas Series
“Full of action and realistic gunfights, Patriarch Run is one heck of a ride. It takes off and keeps going,
right up to the apocalypse!”
— G. MICHAEL HOPF, author of The New World Series

“In this story of lives colliding, Dancer walks the line between action and emotion, weaving the two
with a careful hand. Dancer’s characters are as finely chiseled as the land where they make their home.”
— RACHEL WEAVER, author of Point of Direction
“Patriarch Run is a thriller with a soul. At first glance, it’s a realistic spy novel, vetted and endorsed by
national security experts. It’s also a coming-of-age story that captures in intimate detail the universal
longing for a father. And behind the heart-pounding plot and the rich characters, readers will find a
thought provoking narrative that informs the way they see both themselves and the world around them.”
— MAURA WEILER, author of Contrition
“Patriarch Run is, in its heart, an old-school western set in modern-day Colorado. Dancer’s swift,
efficient chapters come at you like machine-gun fire until the final bullet gives them all some peace.
Just my kind of story.”
— MICHAEL MADIGAN, award-winning author of Double Dare
“Patriarch Run is fast-paced, artful thriller set amid a Rocky Mountain backdrop. Dancer writes, with
precisely-described action and convincing detail, of gunfights, daring escapes, and harrowing rescues,
as well as the love that keeps a mother and son seeking each other long after less indomitable souls
would have given up.”
— JENNY SHANK, author of The Ringer, High Plains Book Award winner
“Gripping thriller from the very first page! One of those rare novels where the story and characters
are equally riveting.”
— STEVE RICHER, author of The President Killed His Wife
“Patriarch Run is a page–turner that also gives pause. Benjamin Dancer takes readers to a small town
where buffalo still roam to set spy versus spy and to ask big questions: is it more important to protect
our children, to prepare them for life’s cruel realities, or to make a better world for us all? Dancer
suggests it’s not only whether we survive that matters, but how we live.”
— CARA LOPEZ LEE, author of They Only Eat Their Husbands
Praise for REALISM
“The description of the vulnerabilities of our infrastructures, especially that of the often neglected-tomention vulnerability of our food supply system due to its dependency on the long term availability
of electricity, seems to me both accurate and thought provoking. ”
— DR. MICHAEL J. FRANKEL, former Executive Director of the EMP Commission; former
Associate Director for Advanced Energetics and Nuclear Weapons
“Patriarch Run captures the vulnerability of our nation’s critical infrastructure. In this case the fiction
is as frightening as the reality. A seemingly futuristic story about a new way of warfare, played out
against a seemingly futuristic background of disillusioned patriotism, divided personal loyalties, and
identity crisis—except Dancer understands that the future is now!”
— DR. PETER VINCENT PRY, author of Blackout Wars, Executive Director of the EMP
Task Force on National and Homeland Security, served in the CIA

“My friend Tom Clancy taught us how fiction can illustrate important truths—if we are willing
to pay attention. This book captures the extent of the vulnerability of our nation’s critical electric
infrastructure to EMP and cyberattack.”
— PETER HUESSY, President, GeoStrategic Analysis; Senior Defense Consultant, Air
Force Association; Visiting Professor, US Naval Academy
“Not only is Patriarch Run an entertaining read filled with intrigue and human drama, it captures, in
realistic detail, the existential threat hanging over our nation. Benjamin Dancer has done his homework.
He gets the facts right about the vulnerability of the power grid. That part of the story isn’t fiction.”
— DREXEL L. SMITH, founder of Drexel Consulting Group, expert in test and
evaluation of critical equipment for aerospace, defense, and energy
Praise for COMING-OF-AGE theme
“In Patriarch Run we have a first-rate novel, full of intrigue, excitement and gorgeous prose, as well
as a gripping exploration of our gendered culture and the poignant moments and difficult decisions
entailed in coming of age. Without being heavy-handed about the right choices, Dancer provokes
our much needed questioning of the rules by which we live.”
— TERRY A. KUPERS, M.D., Professor at The Wright Institute, author of Revisioning
Men’s Lives and Prison Madness
“Patriarch Run is a compelling coming-of-age story that explores the universal longing for a father.”
— DAVE STALLS, co-founder of Street Fraternity
“This thoughtful thriller invites readers to consider both motherhood and fatherhood on multiple levels—
emotional, psychological, even practical. A gripping coming of age story, Patriarch Run demonstrates
the real meaning of mature self-acceptance in the face of terror, trauma and abandonment.”
— GLORIA DEGAETANO, founder and CEO, Parent Coaching Institute
“Patriarch Run is an extraordinary literary achievement packed with intrigue, suspense, and soul. At
its heart, this is a story about boys and fatherhood; about coming-of-age and self-acceptance. This is
a perfect read for young men who are questioning what type of man they want to be.”
— CAROLINE HELDMAN, social justice professor, activist, and author

Praise for sustainability theme
“Benjamin Dancer has illustrated that our greatest villain is overpopulation. Can the global community
confront this most daunting adversary—too many people on a limited planet?”
— PAUL R. EHRLICH, Bing Professor of Population Studies Emeritus; President, Center
for Conservation Biology
“Patriarch Run reminds us that progressive, human-rights enhancing initiatives that help women
and men plan their families are the best option for slowing down and eventually halting global
population growth.”
— WILLIAM RYERSON, President of Population Media Center,
CEO of Population Institute

“In Old Testament times, there were only about 30 million people on Earth, yet they were already fighting
over wells. With 250 times that number today, as Benjamin Dancer’s thriller notes, we’re literally fighting
over everything. Atop that, nature is fighting all of us, for its very life. Overpopulation isn’t just one more
environmental problem: if there weren’t so many of us, there wouldn’t even be environmental problems.
Fortunately, this one is solvable, humanely and surprisingly cheaply. I hope that once the blood from this
dark spy saga dries, Dancer’s readers are inspired to inquire how. They just might find their hopes rekindled.”
— ALAN WEISMAN, author of Countdown and The World Without Us
“A page-turner rooted in a prescient understanding of the unintended consequences of primitive
reproductive urges.”
— REBECCA D. COSTA, American sociobiologist, author of The Watchman’s Rattle
“Patriarch Run is a compelling piece of fiction which will entertain with action packed drama, while
raising awareness of the danger our world faces through overpopulation in a world constrained by limited
resources. You will find it hard to put down.”
— VIRGINIA CARTER, executive board member The Population Media Center
“Patriarch Run’s suspenseful plot not only takes the reader on an intriguing journey through memory,
but addresses one of humanity’s most serious challenges–human population growth and its impact on
our planet.”
— TESSA BRIDAL, author of The Tree of Red Stars and River of Painted Birds
“Patriarch Run engages the epic moral dilemma of overpopulation through a lively and compassionate
narrative. The reader is left to judge Jack’s choice, and perhaps to reflect that the hand he is dealt might
be avoided with a change of heart here in the real world.”
— DR. JANE O’SULLIVAN, population and sustainability analyst, executive committee
member Sustainable Population Australia
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To fathers and mothers and sons and daughters
who are trying to figure out who it is they want to be.

Washington, D.C.
A Few Weeks Ago

He staggered past burning vehicles. An old woman sat rocking on

the curb, hugging her chest. Her cheek was covered in blood. A sedan
was upside down, on top of another. He moved past emergency crews
delivering aid to the burned and bleeding, past ambulances and fire trucks,
and turned down the first street he came to.
Dizzy, he stopped to catch his balance and saw his reflection in the glass
door of a storefront. It was a man he did not recognize. His green parka
and beard were splattered with blood. His shoulders were gray with ash.
He looked at himself again. He had no idea who he was. All he could
remember was feeling nauseous.
As he searched his pockets for an ID, he saw a man round the corner,
black mask pulled over his face, drawing a submachine gun from his
leather jacket.
He opened the glass door before him and stepped into a bank. Then
he noticed the cameras and regretted his choice. That the gunman was
tailing him suggested he had been the target of the bombing. What else
did he know?
There were no customers inside the bank, and the employees were
standing opened-mouthed at the street windows, staring at him.
He stumbled through the lobby looking for another exit.
A woman in a red blouse said, “He’s been hurt.”
He tried to go further back in his memory, further back than the
nausea. He remembered vomiting. He could still taste the bile. At the
time, he had been handcuffed in the backseat of a leather-trimmed SUV.
Was that before or after the blast? He couldn’t remember.
He felt warm steel against the crest of his hipbone and remembered
the Colt Commander in his waistband. The heat meant the weapon had
been recently fired.
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He pushed a sticky palm to his temple, bringing him back to his
present situation. If he killed the masked gunman, he might have time
to take the bank’s CPU with the camera footage, but he wasn’t sure
that would help: the bank employees could ID him. He could kill the
employees, but that didn’t seem prudent. He didn’t know for whom he
was working, which meant he didn’t know the rules of engagement.
He passed the open vault, saw the green sign identifying the emergency exit, and bolted down the corridor.
He heard shouting in the lobby and knew the gunman had entered
the bank. He slammed his palm into the bar on the exit and felt as if
his skull might splinter from the force of the alarm. He was in an alley
and coerced his legs to sprint for the nearest street corner.
Bullets ricocheted off the brick around him, but he did not look back.
He turned the corner, crossed to the far lane of traffic, and broke the
driver’s window of a red 1968 Ford Mustang with the grip of his pistol.
He opened the door, pulled out the driver, and commanded him at
gunpoint, “Lie down! Now!”
He slid in and gripped the wheel.
The rear window shattered. Bullets pierced the sheet metal of the
Fastback. Without shutting the door, he jammed the accelerator to the
floorboard and skidded around the corner.
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Present

Billy sat the horse with his binoculars and glassed Keigwin’s

pasture. It was empty but for the windmill. He glassed the dirt road
separating the two properties then turned the mare. Patriarch Peak was
white above timberline. He rode the fence until he came to where it had
been trampled by Moses. The steel post was slanted like grass in the wind.
The fact that the herd wasn’t in Keigwin’s pasture bled the urgency
from the morning’s work, but not the exasperation. The fence wasn’t
adequate for sheep, let alone bison. And there was no capital to do
anything about it.
When Billy heard his mom’s voice, he turned the mustang and rode
toward the house.
He saw her holding his boots, standing beside the flagpole he had
erected a few years after his father disappeared.
He rode past the east water tank, which was covered with a thin
layer of ice, and raised his binoculars to search the pasture on the other
side of the highway. He saw cattle feeding on the steep mountainside.
There was a belt of timber above the pasture, and jutting high above
the trees was the tallest of three snow-dusted, craggy peaks known
as the Matriarchs. All three towers of granite rose well over 13,000
feet. Rock walls and steep talus fields made the mountains to the east
impenetrable to bison.
His mother’s 4,000-acre ranch, Patriarch Run, was situated at the base
of Patriarch Peak, which formed an even more formidable barrier to the
west. It was the second highest summit in the Rocky Mountains. The
ranch took its name from the avalanche chute that buried the original
town of Patriarch on a Sunday morning.
The nearest pass over either mountain range was seven miles down
stream, toward town. Which meant that the only practical migratory
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route available to a herd of American bison followed the north-south
course of the valley.
It was Billy’s habit, when Moses led the herd over the fence, to rule
out the worst-case scenario: that the herd might head into town. He
glassed as far as he could see in that direction. Then he turned the horse
and searched the shoulders of the two-lane highway that accompanied
the serpentine path of the Patriarch River along the valley bottom. He
found the dirt road he was looking for in the binoculars and followed
it up to the entrance of the ranch.
A black SUV was parked outside the gate.
Billy looked back toward his mom then glassed the SUV. Despite the
darkened windows, the rising sun flooded the cab with light.
The driver was glassing him back.
She handed him the coffee first. Billy drank it in a gulp. She took
the cup and gave him a hot burrito wrapped in tinfoil. He put it in his
coat pocket.
“They weren’t in Keigwin’s pasture.”
“What about the aspens?”
“Nope.”
She nodded.
“I’m gonna check the willows next.”
“You’re gonna go to school.”
Billy sat bareback on the buckskin mare, listening to the flag above
him whip in the wind.
“From now until the end of May, you’re gonna go to school. Graduate
and you can do as you please.” She held up his boots and socks. “It can’t
be more than thirty degrees, Billy.”
Billy turned his head, and she followed his gaze to the stone house.
The sheriff was standing on the porch buttoning his uniform.
Billy was twelve before he understood that the sheriff’s visits to
Patriarch Run contained more significance than his concern for the new
calves or the condition of the fence. He had always hoped the sheriff
and his mom would marry, but they never did. He never heard them
speak of it either.
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Billy lifted his chin. “Sheriff.” It had become a term of affection.
Regan shook his head at the sight of the bare feet and smiled.
“Mornin’, Billy.”
Billy took the white socks from his mom and, without getting off
the mare, pulled them on. Then he took the boots and pulled them
over the cotton socks.
“You’re gonna be late for school.” She slapped the mare’s flank and the
mare stepped forward. “We’ll take Moses to the butcher this afternoon.”
Billy turned the horse, rode past his mom, and said, “The black SUV
is back.”
Maiden took the trail through the budding aspens, and Billy did
nothing to change the horse’s mind. The path was deeply troughed, and
the shaded aspects were covered in frozen mud and snow.
The trail crossed the namesake of his mother’s ranch, the Patriarch
Run. The avalanche chute was created in 1886 by a mining operation
that triggered a rockslide near the top of the mountain. That rockslide
removed the only barrier between the original townsite of Patriarch,
Colorado, and the estimated 200,000 tons of rock and snow that would,
the following winter, bury the headquarters of the mine and all but one
of the town’s 198 inhabitants. The only survivor, Antoinette Brown,
was the whore-turned-prophet who warned the people of Patriarch that
God would use not only their avarice, but their ignorance of his laws as
a means to their destruction.
Billy was nine years old the last time he saw his father, fourteen
the day he joined the JROTC. Before he and Sally got together, college
seemed like a fool’s errand. It was his intention to graduate high school,
join the United States Marine Corps, and apply as a candidate to the
Navy SEALs.
That was until January. He had no idea what he would study, but if
Sally had her mind set on the university in Gunnison, he wasn’t about
to go somewhere else and lose her to a more ambitious suitor. It took
him about a week to figure that out. The Monday after she sent in her
college application, he downloaded the paperwork and followed her
application with his own.
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Billy stopped the horse in the ponderosas across the parking lot from
the high school where the mare liked the forage. He slipped off the
horsehair rope he used for reins and bridle as he dismounted and hobbled
her, all in one motion. The five-gallon water bucket was spilt in the
grass. He picked it up and walked down the hill to the Patriarch River.
When he crested the hill, he saw Sally shut the door to her steel blue
2007 Jeep Wrangler and start toward the ponderosas. Billy put down
the bucket of water and stroked the mare along the withers.
“Hey, Maiden.” The horse turned her head to Sally, who fed her a
carrot. “There’s a bonfire up at Miner’s Creek Saturday night.”
“Yeah.”
“Wanna go?”
“Sure.”
They held hands as they walked through the new cars in the parking
lot, then through an assortment of older, well-maintained Subarus in
the staff designated spaces.
“The herd got out again,” Billy told her.
“I know. Your mom texted me.”
“Texted you?”
“She told me to tell you they were over by the beaver ponds. She
thought they were spooked.”
Billy didn’t tell Sally about the SUV.
Sally opened her phone and read the display. “She’s herdin’ them
with the truck now.”
“If Moses wasn’t such a perfect stud . . . ”
“What are you gonna do with him?”
A McDonald’s bag blew past their feet onto the patio and stopped
against the flagpole. Billy picked it up then looked at the flag.
“I expect we’ll barbecue a few pounds of him at Miner’s Creek
Saturday night.”
Billy opened the door for Sally and followed her into the school. Some
of the boys walked in a wide, impractical, and shuffling gait. They wore
the crotches of their jeans at their knees. Their round asses, in brightly
colored boxer shorts, hung out over the tops of their belts. Besides his
boots and white, cotton socks, Billy wore tight, bootcut Wranglers and
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a leather belt. He tucked his denim shirt into his jeans, wore a Cabela’s
baseball hat and an unzipped, brown Carhartt coat. Some of the boys
wore lipstick and mascara. They dyed their hair unnatural colors and
wore their bangs in their faces. Billy wrestled, swam, ran track, played
baseball, basketball, and football. He was friends with them all, but
understood none of them, least of all the punks and anarchists.
Sally had a level head and avoided the drama of what so-and-so was
wearing. She didn’t forward dirty pictures of other kids on her phone
or worry about who was sleeping with whom. Sally had good grades,
good friends, and ambition. From the eleven months Billy had been
with her, he had learned everything he liked in a woman.
The human traffic was flowing to first period. Kids were texting
while they walked, while they talked, while they drank out of Starbucks
cups. The boys waddled like geese, one hand on their belt buckles to
hold up their jeans.
Dan and Eric occupied the Senior Bench. Eric reeked of weed. His
face was barely visible beneath a hoodie.
“Some guy was looking for you.” Dan spat tobacco juice into a Mountain Dew can.
Billy dropped the McDonald’s bag in the trash. “Who?”
“He had an accent.”
The five-minute bell rang.
Billy pulled on Sally’s hand. “Come on.”
Sally opened her phone. “Your mom wants to know what time you
can be home.”
“Three o’clock if I miss practice.”
She texted the response and hugged Billy outside her physics class.
“See you at lunch.”
He kissed her on the lips and turned down the hall.
English wasn’t a subject Billy ever cared for, not until his senior
year. Nobody knew how old Mr. Stathopoulos was. He looked seventy,
maybe eighty. The old man had worn the same pair of wool slacks every
day since September.
Billy stepped through the doorway as the tardy bell rang and sat
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in the front of the classroom next to the window, where he could see
Maiden in the trees.
Mr. Stathopoulos opened the lesson by reading from the Bible, “So
God said to Noah, ‘I am going to put an end to all people.’” Without
reading any more of the text, the old man looked up and asked, “Why?
What for?”
Billy was still searching his homework for the line. Nobody answered
the question.
Mr. Stathopoulos shut his book.
A girl sitting in the middle of the room offered, “It says they
were corrupt.”
Mr. Stathopoulos nodded. He shuffled in his slow, unsteady gait
to her desk and tapped his knobby index finger on her text. “And full
of violence.”
Someone offered, “The flood was a punishment.”
“Or was it?” The teacher stood in the center of his classroom, holding
the book to his chest. “How can we be sure?”
“We just read it.”
“But . . . ” Mr. Stathopoulos’ eyes lit up.
“But what?” someone asked.
He shuffled to the back of the room and searched his bookshelves.
Students twisted in their desks to look at the eccentric old man. He never
gave grades, never took attendance, but he assigned more reading, more
papers than any teacher anybody had ever heard of.
“But what do the other myths say?” He pulled out a leather-bound
collection of ancient Mesopotamian texts. “There is always another story.”
Billy’s face wrinkled.
Mr. Stathopoulos spoke softly, almost to himself, as he shuffled to
the front of the classroom. He kept his balance by putting his hand on
the shoulders of the male students. “The Epic of Atrahasis was written
in the seventeenth century BCE, which means it predates the text we
read for homework.”
Every eye in the room followed him.
“According to the older account, the flood wasn’t a divine response to
human iniquity. The flood was a response to something much simpler,
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much more profound.” He paused in front of the whiteboard for effect.
“There were too many people.”
The old man crossed to the window. It was as if he had lost his train
of thought. Billy followed his gaze. A bearded man was moving toward
Maiden in the trees.
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As Billy walked across the parking lot, he focused his attention

on the mare. Her head and tail were raised, her ears forward. She walked
toward the man, who was no more than three or four yards from her.
The man seemed bewildered. He wore a green parka and muddy shoes.
Billy stepped over the curb, into the ponderosas, and saw that Maiden’s
nostrils and eyes were relaxed. Although he couldn’t yet hear the man’s
voice, he saw the beard bounce beneath his chin and knew he had said
something to the horse.
“Is there somethin’ I can do for you?” Billy’s tone offered no threat,
but it contained an authority that made the man look at the ground and
fidget with his hands. Billy closed all but seven yards between them.
“She’s a good horse by any measure I concern myself with.”
The mare lowered her neck, and the man stroked her forehead.
Billy looked back, saw Dan and Eric come out of the high school,
and felt emboldened. “But she’s never been known to take so well
to strangers.”
The man stepped back from the horse and studied Billy from the
corners of his eyes. His clothes were badly stained. They looked and
smelled as if they’d been on his body a long time.
The mare followed the man and nuzzled his chest.
“Now if there’s somethin’ I can do for you, mister, I’d be happy to hear
about it.” It bothered Billy to see his horse acting so familiar.
The man raised his hands to keep them off the animal, but Maiden
nickered and pushed him on his heels.
He said, “I apologize for any trespass.”
When Billy heard the man’s voice, he felt dizzy and thought his legs
would fold. It felt like cracking helmets with a 245-pound fullback in the
third quarter of the Homecoming game. His vision tapered. He balled
his fists.
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“I’ve had memory spells lately, and to be frank . . . ” the man said.
Billy was too overwhelmed to hear the words. His mind was reeling,
trying to comprehend what his body already understood, that this man
was his father.
The bell rang.
Dan and Eric were holding their pants up with their hands and
running across the parking lot. A few other students came out of the
main entrance.
“She reminds me of a horse . . . ” the man continued. “Maiden. Her
name was Maiden, a buckskin mustang foaled in a spring snowstorm.
We had to shovel our way to the barn in the dark.”
Billy was just beginning to form the word dad with his mouth when
the man asked, “Do you know where I might find a library?”
The question was as senseless as the rest of it. The shock Billy felt
would have been no different if a stone had raised itself in the forest
and begun to prophesy.
He heard the click of cars unlocking behind him and knew he was
out of time, but for what? He had to avoid being seen with his dad. He
didn’t know why, but he had to avoid being seen.
Dan called his name. He and Eric were winded.
Billy’s mind began to form another conclusion. His father did not
know who he was. Billy had seen the condition in other vagabonds. For
all his charm, the man standing before him was witless.
A black Town Car turned into the parking lot.
“I can take you to the library.” Billy was surprised by his own voice.
He unhobbled the horse and led his father down the hill into the trees.
He looked back. Dan and Eric didn’t have the stamina to pursue him.
Billy wanted to keep to the trail, but to get to the house they had
to cross Main Street. It’d be better to do that out on the highway. If they
walked up the Patriarch River for a few miles, they might be able to cross
the road outside city limits without being seen.
His father inquired about the names of the surrounding mountains.
Billy gave him the answers. It was like humoring a child.
It wasn’t until he was waist deep in the river that Billy asked himself
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what he was doing. He thought about turning around and taking his
father to the sheriff. But he needed time. He needed to know why his
dad had returned. He needed to know where he had been. What Billy
needed was time to think. Then he realized the sheriff likely knew
something already: Dan and Eric would have used their phones. Billy
decided he’d call the sheriff once he got to the house.
Billy led the mare to the stony river bank and climbed toward the
highway. His father followed. They crouched in the spruce trees, waiting
for a window in the traffic.
When a northbound Ford F-150 disappeared around a wooded hill
to their left, Billy said, “This is as good as it’s gonna get.” He stood and
ran up the hill.
Maiden followed. His father was on the other side of the horse.
Billy had just climbed up to the gravel shoulder of the highway and
wasn’t yet to the asphalt when he heard a vehicle approaching from
the south. It was too late to stop. He fought against the weight of his
soaked jeans and the water in his boots as he pumped his legs for the
woods on the other side of the road. He was in the near lane when he
turned his head to look.
The black Town Car barreled down on them. All eight cylinders roared.
Maiden galloped up the steep hill. Billy sprinted past the first trees
and began to climb. Then he tripped and was on all fours.
Billy’s father held him down. Dirt and pine needles leapt up from the
forest floor. Although Billy heard the buzzing of the incoming bullets,
he didn’t make the connection between the noise and the tiny eruptions
appearing on the ground. Unaware of the gunfire, he flipped over and
tried to kick his father off.
That’s when he noticed that the man’s whole demeanor was
transformed.
Billy went limp. There was a presence about his father Billy remembered from when he was a child. It communicated authority—a
self-assurance born of competence—something Billy had not seen in
anybody else but the sheriff.
His father was on his belly, covering Billy’s torso with own.
“Stay down.”
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There was smoke coming from the parked wheels of the Town Car.
Both the driver and passenger doors were open.
His father flipped over and drew a stainless-steel Colt Commander
from a shoulder holster.
The driver of the Lincoln was firing a semi-automatic pistol.
Billy saw the muzzle leap in his father’s hands, heard him fire two
shots that sounded like one long shot, then a third. All three ejected
cases were simultaneously in the air.
The Town Car’s passenger was crouched and shooting a pistol over
the black, polished hood.
Billy saw the Colt’s muzzle leap again in his father’s hands, two shots.
His ears were ringing when his brain finally put it together: they were
in a gunfight. Billy started crawling for a tree.
“Let’s go,” his father said.
Billy looked back at the highway, stunned by the sudden silence. The
driver was slumped on the asphalt under the door. The passenger was
no longer visible. Billy knew most gunfights were decided quickly, but
he hadn’t even had a chance to move.
Through the spruce trees, he saw a black SUV slowing to a stop.
“Come on.” His father was climbing the hill above him.
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He didn’t think the gunmen would’ve come up the hill, and he
certainly wouldn’t have killed them if it weren’t for the terror-stricken
kid running up the longest shooting lane in the trees. The kid was fast,
and if he hadn’t caught him, it would’ve been an ugly scene.
He still could not remember anything from before the bombing and
little since. He didn’t know where he was or why he had come to these
mountains. Worst of all, he didn’t know what the consequences of the
two corpses on the highway might be.
What did he remember? That it was important not to kill the gunman
in the bank. He must have made a mistake: how else did they find him?
He had been shot and needed to treat his wounds.
He put a fresh magazine in the Colt. Then he secured the weapon in
the holster with only his left hand, which was an awkward movement.
He let the parka slip off his shoulders and down his arms to the grass.
Both sleeves of his brown shirt were stained black with dried blood.
He heard the kid, out of breath, before he saw him. Then the kid
came over the top of the hill and stooped, both hands on his knees.
He would have to get him to safety before things got worse.
He tore off his right shirtsleeve and twisted his arm to examine the
wounds in his triceps. Then he unbuttoned his shirt.
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You don’t know who I am, do you?” Billy asked.

“Nope.”
Billy looked at his father’s wounds. One of the bullets had gone
through his arm and into his rib cage. “What about those two guys
on the highway?”
His father didn’t answer.
Whatever Billy’s life was before he looked out that classroom window,
it wasn’t that anymore. Any ideas he had about his past, his father, his
future were gone with nothing to replace them. Billy opened his pocket
knife, cut the sundered shirtsleeve into a bandage, and helped tie it
around his father’s torso.
Maiden was nowhere to be seen.
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Rachel pushed the accelerator to the floorboard, and the

two-tone, tan and buckskin 1978 Chevy Scottsdale leapt forward and
swallowed a three-foot sagebrush under the front bumper.
Moses trotted for the aspens beneath the beaver ponds.
“Oh, no you don’t!”
Grass slapped the chromed grille. Rachel bounced on the bench seat,
cranked the steering wheel, and ran over willow shrubs and an aspen
sapling. Then she smashed her foot into the brake pedal.
The pickup barred Moses’s path.
Next to the bull, the vehicle seemed small. Moses was taller than the
cab. From nose to tail, he was several feet longer than the bed of the
truck. He grunted, swung his massive head, and trotted to get around
the pickup.
Rachel threw the transmission into reverse. She watched Moses
through the driver’s-side mirror, playing the accelerator and the brake
to keep the truck between the two-thousand-pound animal and the
trees. She turned Moses in a semicircle.
He broke into a bounding gait.
Through the side mirror, Rachel saw the back end of the truck smash
through a shrub of wax currant. The wheel jumped, the cab rocked,
and her head nearly hit the triangular vent window.
She stopped, put the transmission in drive, and turned the truck so
she could better steer the terrain.
Dust obscured her view of the other forty-three bison following
Moses at a bound toward the south gate. She kept her distance, bouncing over badger holes.
Rachel was eight years old when her father was routed from the
house by a fusillade of words. She hadn’t had time to unwrap her present:
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a wooden doll house, empty and about as tall as she was in 1975.
When she was twelve, she knew she’d have to leave like he did. She
got a job as a waitress and moved into her own apartment when she
was sixteen. She graduated from high school early then spent the next
five years trying to survive.
She had paid cash for the Scottsdale on her twenty-first birthday, a
present to her from her, the only gift she had received since 1975. As
she drove the truck home from the dealer’s lot, it occurred to her that
nobody else was going to give her anything.
Moses saw the open gate and avoided it. He was trotting parallel to
the fence. The herd followed.
She gunned the V8 engine and smashed into an antelope brittlebush.
The front end of the truck popped up. She rocked over sage and junipers
and had to brace herself with the steering wheel in order to keep her
skull from breaking the back window. Then she cranked the wheel,
skidded to a stop, and cut the animal off.
Moses pawed the ground. Dust rose and drifted through his hind
legs. He raised his head, opened his mouth, and bellowed. His tail stood
erect. Then he lowered his head and charged.
Rachel moved away from the door.
The bull bounded, three or four feet between him and the earth, and
landed on all four hooves, his sharp horns inches from the sheet metal.
He looked Rachel in the eye and snorted.
Rachel aimed Billy’s .44 Magnum at Moses’s head and cocked the
hammer. “You put a scratch on that door, and I’ll put this bullet in
your brain.”
Moses grunted, nostrils flaring. His wooly face was huge between
his brown eyes.
She could smell the grass on his breath. “Now git!”
Moses blinked, swung his mountainous neck, and trotted back
toward the herd. He charged the first bull he saw—Hippie’s Son. Their
craniums collided with a crack Rachel heard from the truck.
Moses was pushing the younger bull steadily backwards when Rachel
drove around them and pushed the herd through the south gate.
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Rachel unloaded the revolver and put it away in Billy’s room. She
took off her denim coat, pulled the phone from her pocket, and called
the butcher as she walked the hall to the front of the house.
“Todd, it’s Rachel.” She stopped at the living room window to look
across the field at Moses. He was fighting another bull. “Can I bring
Moses over this afternoon?” Rachel walked to the kitchen, laid her coat
over the back of a wooden chair, added water to a saucepan, and set it
on the stove. “Thanks, Todd.”
She set a pot of beans on another burner and lit the stove. Then she
pulled cornmeal from the pantry, set a package of ground bison in the
sink to thaw, and cored a dozen Roma tomatoes.
By then, the water was boiling in the saucepan.
She blanched the tomatoes, pulled off their skins, quartered them
into wedges on the cutting board, and pushed out the seeds with her
thumbs. Her hands were trembling.
“Goddammit.” She wiped her eyes with her knuckles. Rachel turned
around, looked across the empty house, and began to cry.
She pressed her tomato-stained palms together around her nose,
pulled her shoulders back, and flung off the tears. “Shit!”
She and Jack used to make green chili when they were living in the
yurt. Each night the chili froze, and each afternoon they put the huge
pot back on the wood-burning stove.
By spring, she was pregnant. She was twenty-three years old and had
never known anybody like Jack.
The day he vanished, taking nothing but the clothes on his back, two
government men pulled up to the house in a black SUV. They asked her
questions about events she knew nothing about. Then they searched
her house and told her that Jack was a threat to her and Billy’s safety.
Rachel drew a bath. She put her cellphone on the counter and sat
on the toilet to take off her boots and socks. She would load Moses in
the trailer once Billy came home. She folded her jeans and t-shirt and
stacked them on the ceramic tile floor.
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She had colored the clay to look like water. Then she rolled the tiles
on her kitchen table. She fired them and laid the ocean in her bathroom
on her fortieth birthday. When she turned forty-one, she installed a
bronze bust of herself beneath the bathroom window.
Rachel tied up her hair and slipped into the steaming water. Like the
charcoal sketches in the studio, the bust embarrassed Billy. He wouldn’t
enter her bathroom on account of it. Rachel never felt the need to defend
or explain it. With each passing year, she was more and more generous
with herself.
She heard car doors shutting. Rachel reached for a towel and
stepped into the hall to look out the window. Two men were approaching the front door.
Her jeans stuck to her wet thighs. She hopped to yank them up, threw
on her t-shirt, and looked in the mirror. She could see the color of her
skin where the wet cotton clung to the tops of her breasts.
Rachel opened her phone as she stepped, barefoot, into the hall. She
had received a text message. There was a Mercedes outside and men
on the porch. She turned into the kitchen and grabbed her denim coat.
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The Western Lonesome
Society
A Debut Novel by Robert Garner
McBrearty
978-1-942280-12-5
In this hilarious, poignant Western, Jim O’Brien
writes the quixotic saga of his ancestors who
grew up with a tribe of Comanches. As his grip
on reality loosens, O’Brien weaves into the tale
modern day stalkers, drug dealers, secret agents,
strippers, a mad linguist, an imaginary therapist,
Ernest Hemingway, and an RV trip through the
soul of the West. Having been displaced, each
of the characters must embark on the Great
American Quest for a place to truly call home.

     
Glassmusic
A novel by Rebecca Snow
978-1-942280-01-9

In the serene fjordlands of Norway in the early
twentieth century, Ingrid has led a blissful childhood until she becomes holder of her family’s
secrets. Her father, a blind preacher who ministers through sacred music played on glassware,
increasingly relies on Ingrid to see for him even
as it threatens to tear apart his marriage. And
after she witnesses an assault against her sister,
Ingrid must decide when to speak and when to
remain silent. Glassmusic explores the sometimes
devastating realities of loyalty and jealousy, with
philosophy, music, and love serving as guides.

Thin Blue Smoke
A Novel about Music, Food and Love
by Doug Worgul
978-1-942280-11-8
LaVerne Williams is a ruined ex-big league
ballplayer and ex-felon with an attitude problem and a barbecue joint to run. Ferguson Glen
is an Episcopal priest and fading literary star
with a drinking problem and past he’s running from. A.B. Clayton and Sammy Merzeti
are two lost souls in need of love, understanding and another cigarette. Thin Blue Smoke is
an epic American redemption tale. It is a story of love and loss, hope and despair, God and
whiskey, barbecue and the blues. Hilarious and
heart-rending, sacred and profane, this book
marks the emergence of a vital new voice in
American fiction.

Cinematic States
Stories We Tell,
the American Dreamlife,
and How to Understand Everything*
by Gareth Higgins
978-1-938633-17-1
Northern Irish writer Gareth Higgins explores
American myths in one of their most powerful forms. This irreverent yet moving journey
through each of the 50 states of his adopted
homeland asks what do the stories we tell reveal
about ourselves, and how can we reimagine who
we are? Scott Teems says Cinematic States is
“thoughtful and unique and insightful and funny.
It’s unlike anything I’ve ever read.”

